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ix a de'inite direction relativea io tho latice bty mcuris of iiviu.p coiled springs representing the spin-orbit interaction, and the magnets will oscillate in an applied field with a component pe,'pendicular to the rest position of the magnets. The sine of the angle of oscillation is proportional to the macroscopic magnetization. Resonance occurs when the applied frequency is equal to the free period of a magret + spring unit,
The bar magnet analog supposes that the relaxation time of the pins is eufficiently short so that gyrosoopic effects may be neglected. It is not usually reoogized that this assumption ts being made. If this amntion is not true, the spine will precess about the field direction without lining up, It is indeed a prerequisite for any type of maietization that the maeetio moments havo time in which to line up in the instantaneous local field to which theq are ubected,.
he calculation of the relevant relaxation time is a problem in the kinetics of thermodynmlo equilibrium.
The time-dependent processes can be described by assuming the existence of a relaxation time, as was done b Gorter mand ronig for paramagetic relaxation, and by Landau and Lifechits for the frromagnetic case.
he quantum mechanical oalculation of the relaxation times, starting from the detailed interactions of spine with the lattice, is extrely difficult and uncertain, Oalculations for the paramanetic case have been made by Waller 2 and others.
No calculations have been carried out for the frromanetic case, so far s the author is Gware. It seem plausible to uppose that the strong spin-dependent coupling in ferromanetic materials will assure that the relaexation frequency will occur bove the microwave range,. This question should be looked into more olosely.
It should be noted in passing that the collision frequen of the lattice phonons at room temperature is~10 2 oollisions per second, as estimated from Talues of the thermal conductivity of non-metallic crystals. This fire determine an approximate upper limit to the order of mantuldoe of the spin relaxation frency.
The aotual spi relaxation frequenc may be lower depasdn on the trength of the coupling between the pions and the lattice. In metals the relaxation frequency of the lattice phonone is estimated to be of the order of 10 soe at roon temperature, based on elctrial oonduotivities. .. .~--m'm ........~~~~~~~-----------r --------- 
